IF YOU ARE ORDERING A VACBED, this is what we will need from you:
We will need a few measurements to make sure this fits you correctly. You will have to lay down on the
floor with your arms at your side and point your toes away from you as far as you can. Then have
someone else take these measurements for you to ensure accuracy. Measure any/all people you expect
to use the vacbed and provide us with a max/min measurement so we can fit it as best we can to your
body type(s). Please be as accurate as possible.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BREATHING OPTION:
○ Pointed toes to mouth: __” / __ cm
○ Mouth to top of head: __” / __ cm
NECK GASKET OPTION:
○ Pointed toes to collarbone: __” / __ cm
○ Collarbone to top of head: __” / __ cm
○ Circumference of your neck: __” / __ cm
PENIS GASKET OPTION:
This is an important measurement! Please be as accurate as possible!
○ Top of genitals to collarbone: __” / __ cm
○ Top of genitals to mouth: __” / __ cm
○ Circumference of the base of your erect penis: __” / __ cm
C&B GASKET OPTION:
○ Top of genitals to collarbone: __” / __ cm
○ Top of genitals to mouth: __” / __ cm
○ Circumference of the base of both your erect penis and testicles: __” / __ cm
This is an important measurement! Please be as accurate as possible! To measure for a C&B gasket you
should measure yourself when you are erect. To get a feel for where the non-stretch ring will sit, grip
around both your penis and testicles - behind the balls and as close to the body as you can. This is the
area you want to measure. Wrap your tape measure around to get your circumference. Repeat this
process a couple of times to make sure that you get an even more accurate measurement. This gasket is
similar to that of a metal cock ring. Googling “how to measure for a metal cock ring” may help.
PORT OPTIONS:
○ Where would you like the ports? If your not sure, or you would like to place them where we usually put
them ourselves just let us know you have no preference. We usually place them at assumed waist height
on the same side as the vacuum :
OTHER REQUIRED INFO:
○ Standing height: __’ __” / __ cm
○ Anything else we should know? Don't be shy!:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------**CAUTION** If you 5'9” or taller you should consider a LONG or EXTRA LONG bed as your head
or toes may bump up against the frame in a standard-length bed. The Inner dimension of the
standard frame is approx. 77" and we try to make sure you clear the bottom bar by a few inches.
Please allow for a 1" to 3" discrepancy due to manual measurements. Contact us through your
order messages if you want to upgrade the length of your bed.
You will need to know how to assemble your frame!
You can find instructions for builds, assembly and set up as well as troubleshooting, care, and safety tips
here: https://kinkengineering.com/vacbondage-info/
♦♦ PLEASE READ THE SAFETY TIPS! ♦♦

